Ключевые слова: локализованная дивергентная неустойчивость, пластина-полоса, критическая скорость, сверхзвуковой поток газа The paper is devoted to the analysis of the divergence localized instability of the elastic plate-strip model in a supersonic gas flow. The critical velocity of the gas flow is found, which reduce to the divergence localized instability arising in the vicinity of free edge of a plate-strip.
The consideration of the problems of the thin elastic plates stability when of the plate behavior is connected with influence of a supersonic stream of gas flowing around it, has the important applied and theoretical value. The question on elastic stability inevitably arises at a design stage and designing of any flying machine for flight safety. The theoretical researches of these problems allow to reveal various kinds of loss the stability caused by character of deformations. In one cases the static deformations, and in othersthe dynamic which result, accordingly, to the static loss of stability -a divergence instability and to the dynamic loss of stability -a flatter instability [1, 2] take place. In [3] the extensive literature devoted to research of the divergence and flatter instability were brought.
In early studies of vibrations and stability of the cantilever plate which is flowed around by a supersonic stream of gas, losses of stability of both kinds have been found out: the divergence and flatter [1, 4] . It has appeared that value of critical velocity of the stream, leading to divergence instability, is essential less values of critical velocity of the stream leading to flatter instability [1, 4] .
As it is known [5] , the wave possessing properties of the "Rayleigh" type waves can extend along free edge of the thin elastic semi-infinite plate-strip making bending vibrations. By analogy with the localized bending vibrations the effect of the localized instability of a semi-infinite plate-strip in the vicinity of the free edge compressed on semiinfinite to supported edges [6] is investigated. The following analogy -the localized divergence instability arising in the vicinity of free edge of a semi-infinite plate -strips at a flow its supersonic stream of gas which is investigated in offered work. It is shown that at a flow the localized instability arises a supersonic stream of gas along semi-infinite the supported edges of a semi-infinite plate -strips in a vicinity of its free edge. The value of critical velocity of a flowing around stream of gas is found, at which achievement the localized instability is observed. Thus value of critical velocity is less in plates-strips from materials with the large of the Poisson's ratio.
Note that critical velocity of divergence it is essential to a cantilever plate less of a flatter critical velocity [1] . It is supposed, as in case of a flow of a semi-infinite platestrips a supersonic stream of the gas running along semi-infinite of supported edges, critical velocity of divergence will be less of a flatter critical velocity. Therefore, the problem of stability of a plate -strip, which are flowed around by a supersonic stream of gas, in static statement is of interest.
1. The Statement of the problem. We will consider a thin elastic semi-infinite platestrip, which is streamlined by supersonic gas flow. Let plate-strip occupies the 
And to corresponding boundary conditions (
Here ρ is the density of the plate-strip material; D is the stiffness of bending; ν is the Poisson's ratio.
The problem of stability of the supported plate-strip, streamlined by supersonic gas flow, is to define such а least value of the flow velocity cr V , so that if cr V V < the perturbed motion will be stable, and if
With a view of simplification we will suppose that the distributed mass of a plate-strip and the resistance forces are negligible. Then the initial equation (1.1) rewrites in the following form:
It is required to find the solution of the equation (1.4) satisfying to boundary conditions (1.2), (1.3) and to an attenuation condition on infinity [5, 6] lim 0 Such approach is similar to a method of the solution of the surface waves, of the localized bending vibrations and of the localized instability [5, 6] .
Note that in the absence of a flow 
Equating zero a determinant of system of the equations (2.1), we will receive the dispersive equation Here A it is defined by expression (2.5), and 1 q is the real root of the cubic equation (2.6).
The equation (2.6) we will copy in a kind 2 6 8 (1 ) ( 1)
From expression (2.9) and positively of its discriminate 
Substituting expressions (2.10) in the parity (2.3) we receive the equation Equating to zero of determinants of these systems, we receive accordingly the dispersive equations described by following parities: According to a condition (1.9) from this it follows that the systems of the equations corresponding to these ways of fastening, have only the trivial solution:
Hence, at the above-stated ways of supporting of an edge 0 x = of a plate-strip the phenomenon of the localized instability in its vicinity is not observed.
Thus, at a flow the supersonic stream of gas along of a semi-infinite plate-strip the phenomenon of the localized instability in the vicinity of the free edge 0 x = is observed.
And in cases in which the edge 0 x = is supported in the various ways, this phenomenon is not observed. It is easy to show that in the case when velocity directed from rigidly fixed edge to the free edge the phenomenon of divergence instability is not observed.
